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CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA SYKES CHAPEL, TAMPA, FL
Sykes Chapel and Center is an important part of the University of
Tampa’s renewed central campus quadrangle plaza, envisioned
as the hub of student life. The chapel’s design features a warmly
lit, wood veneer vaulted ceiling that evokes cupped hands in
prayer and one of the largest pipe organs in the U.S. CD+M
developed a lighting scheme for Sykes Chapel and Center that
uses energy efficient technologies to lower the building’s overall
consumption rate and decrease long-term maintenance costs.
The lighting is integrated into the building’s architectural folds,
highlighting the striking details that characterize the space.

CATHEDRAL OF CHRIST THE KING ATLANTA, GA
The Cathedral of Christ the King is more than six decades old,
and today the Cathedral is one of the ten largest Cathedral
parishes in the country. As a precursor to a much larger
expansion project, the building owners wanted to upgrade
the lighting and controls for the sanctuary. The challenge
was to increase light levels and create an ethereal ambiance
without making any visible changes to existing infrastructure.
CD+M designed a scheme that accents the features of the
French Gothic interiors and enhances illumination, without any
perceptible changes to the enclosure or visible light fixtures.
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SAINT JOHN NEUMANN, LILBURN, GA
The parish of St. John Neumann in Lilburn, Georgia had
outgrown their facilities even before they opened in 1984. The
master plan for incorporating an extensive addition to the preexisting structure proposed a new 850-seat church building with
classrooms, mechanical and storage spaces on the lower level,
connected to the existing church building by an 80 F wide by
120 F long plaza. The lighting scheme developed by CD+M
features two pairs of large custom chandeliers that define the
processional, along with focused lighting on pews, the cross and
the timber ceiling.
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